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A CLEANER FUTURE
Remediation of soil and water  
contamination is critical to keeping  
our community and environment  
safe and healthy.

With over 30 years’ experience behind us,  
and more than 140 major environmental 
remediation projects successfully  
completed, you can trust us to deliver  
the most advanced and effective ways  
in dealing with all types of contaminants  
in the environment.

We leverage our broad expertise to deliver 
cost savings and optimised solutions for  
our clients and communities.

From small projects to the largest and most 
complex, our specialist environmental 
services team has restored many of 
Australia’s land and waterways to safe  
and productive spaces.

Ventia is more than a remediation 
contractor – we’re a project partner. 
We’re aware that a successful and smart 
solution requires accurate investigation and 
characterisation from the project outset.

Our process begins with a thorough review 
of investigation data – correctly defining the 
problem before reviewing remediation data 
and determining the scope of the project.

This approach mitigates risk, reduces 
uncertainty and strikes the right balance 
between cost-effectiveness and long-term 
environmental protection.

WHEN REPUTATION 
MATTERS REVIEW

Review investigation 
data to accurately 
define problem

DEVELOP
Develop practical 
remediation strategy

REVIEW
Review remediation data 
to determine scope of 
works

PREPARE
Prepare cost estimate 
taking into account risk 
and uncertainties

DELIVER
Deliver remediation 
project
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Our team delivers value by developing tailored and optimised technical solutions  
informed by rigorous data analysis. Our solutions effectively manage the unique risks  
posed by each project and reduce uncertainty.

VALUE THROUGH OPTIMISED SOLUTIONS

THROUGH EARLY INVOLVEMENT ON 
THE MACDONALDTOWN REMEDIATION 
PROJECT WE WERE ABLE TO IDENTIFY

ON THE COX PENINSULA PROJECT IN 
DARWIN, VENTIA IMPLEMENTED A WASH- 
DOWN METHOD INSTEAD OF THERMAL 
TREATMENT FOR CONCRETE EXPOSED 
TO ALDRIN AND DIELDRIN, BANNED 
CARCINOGENIC INSECTICIDES.

50%

$1m

REDUCTION OF 
ASH AND COKE 

WASTE

SAVING

40%
REDUCTION IN 
FREE TAR AND 
TARRY SOILS

DEDICATED REMEDIATION 
SPECIALISTS
From data interrogation and site 
characterisation, to large scale earthmoving, 
construction of project infrastructure and 
relocation of underground utilities services, 
our integrated service ensure seamless 
delivery across the full project lifecycle. 

Our services include:
1.  specialist engineers and geoscientists.
2. occupational health and hygiene
3.  environmental monitoring (including  

air, water and waste)
4. asbestos removal and management
5.  physical, chemical, biological and 

thermal treatment technologies
6. remediation of PFAS in soil and water. 





ENHANCING PROJECT 
PLANNING  

PROTECTING HERITAGE AND ENVIRONMENT 
THROUGH REMEDIATION: MACDONALDTOWN 
GASWORKSWe use building information modelling (BIM) 

as the design process platform to deliver our 
projects.    

The use of BIM drives safety, cost and time 
savings, sustainability and improved asset 
management.

The Macdonaldtown Gasworks site, 
owned by Sydney Trains (formerly 
RailCorp), was used until 1958 to produce 
gas for the lighting of railway carriages and  
the Eveleigh Railway Workshops.

In 2014, Sydney Trains engaged Ventia to 
remediate and restore the site so it could 
be used for storage and staging works.

The complex Macdonaldtown Gasworks 
Remediation project involved a number  
of challenges, including working around 
the heritage listed ‘Southern Gasholder’, 
working in close proximity to adjacent 
residences and in between two major  
rail corridors. 

We were also responsible for the 
protection of all adjacent properties, 
structures, services and infrastructure.

We employed BIM technology to:
•  develop an accurate and achievable 

conceptual site model including 
gasworks infrastructure

•  pre-classify material in-situ and model it 
in GPS compatible software to allow 
targeted excavation

•  engage the local community and 
stakeholders by ‘walking them through’ 
the 3D environment including viewing it 
from their property for them to 
understand short-term impacts

•  conduct clash detections of retaining 
walls and soil nails on sensitive services 
and below ground structures

•  model plant and vehicle movements to 
ensure appropriate controls could be 
incorporated into the design 

•  identify and control hazards during each 
stage of the works.

The Macdonaldtown Remediation 
Project has received numerous awards  
and accolades including: 
•  Winner, National Trust Heritage Award, 

Conservation Objects 2016 
•  Winner, Sustainable Remediation Forum 

Australia and New Zealand (SuRF) 
Sustainable Remediation Project 
Recognition Award 2016 

•  Winner, Australasian Land and 
Groundwater Association’s  
(ALGA) Clean Up Project Excellence 
Award 2016 

•  Winner, NSW Australian Engineering 
Excellence Environment Award 2016 

•  Highly Commended, NSW  
Blue Star Sustainable Cultural Heritage 
Award 2016.



EXPERTS IN PFAS REMEDIATION  
PFAS (per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances) 
contamination is increasingly being 
recognised as a significant health and 
environmental issue requiring major 
remediation efforts. 

Our 30 years’ experience across complex 
remediation projects and working with 
emerging contaminants, coupled with our 
robust engineering and scientific approach 
means our clients can feel confident in 
trusting us to treat PFAS.

Our dedicated, specialist PFAS team is 
actively researching and developing 
innovative, practical and cost-effective 
technologies that can be used to remediate 
PFAS (including PFOS, PFOA, PFHxS) 
contaminated soil, sediment, concrete  
and water.

Instead of taking a ‘one-size fits all’ approach 
we work with a range of different 
technologies which can be used 
independently or in combination to provide 
you with a whole-site solution. Our 
technologies are focussed on being 
cost-effective, innovative and practical.

Our specialist PFAS team collaborates with 
world-class researchers from Australian and 
overseas universities to develop new 
technologies, and to research and test 
current technologies. We are committed to 
developing best practices in PFAS services.

Our 30 years’ experience 
across complex 
remediation projects and 
working with emerging 
contaminants, coupled 
with our vigorous 
engineering and scientific 
approach means our clients 
can feel confident in 
trusting us to treat PFAS.



For more information on Ventia’s Remediation Services 
please contact:

Ian Brookman, Manager Business Strategy - Environment
Email: ian.brookman@ventia.com.au 
Phone: +61 3 9861 8187 
Mobile 0418 524 671

www.ventia.com


